
PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Name MACARON S

Type table lamp

ID PC1038

Description
The MACARON table light pays homage to the beauty and complex structures of crystalline stone. Enclosed in opposing
domes of delicate handblown glass, the stone becomes a moonscape afloat in its own cosmos. The light source casts its
glow upward from the onyx base to energize the meandering chalcedony veins in the centre onyx plate and create a subtle
and mesmerizing lighting effect. The concept is based on the principle of illuminating stone, and the name refers to the
light’s similarity in shape to the famed French meringue confection. Natural imperfections in the glass and the diversity of
structures in the stone make each light a unique original. The purity of the natural materials and the artisanship applied in
processing them have given rise to a light of extraordinary ambience. Produced using traditional techniques, MACARON is
characteristic of the distinctive and enduring aesthetic of the BROKIS brand. MACARON comes in three sizes – the largest
of which also makes an attractive floor light – and in several glass colour options with either white or honey onyx.The
collection offers an alternate version featuring a centre plate made of fused glass shards in combination with a wooden base.

Technical description

Glass Colour

transparent glass A CGC23

smoke grey - transparent glass A CGC516

amber - transparent glass A CGC515

light pink - transparent glass A CGC46

dark rosé - transparent glass A CGC1625

Glass surface

glossy surface A CGSU66

Base finish

onyx white C CSFB1535

onyx honey C CSFB1576

European oak - stained white A CSFB1575

European oak - stained black A CSFB1574

Plate finish

onyx white C CSOP1532

onyx honey C CSOP1533

BROKISGLASS - smoke grey matte A CSOP1577

BROKISGLASS - triplex opal matte A CSOP1578

Cable colour

textile cable - black A CECL519

textile cable - white A CECL521

textile cable - dark grey A CECL520

textile cable - light grey A CECL1918

Recommended Bulbs

230V, GX53, 10W, 2700K, 700lm, RA90, 100°, DIM A CEB717
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PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Name MACARON M

Type table lamp, floor lamp

ID PC1039

Description
The MACARON table light pays homage to the beauty and complex structures of crystalline stone. Enclosed in opposing
domes of delicate handblown glass, the stone becomes a moonscape afloat in its own cosmos. The light source casts its
glow upward from the onyx base to energize the meandering chalcedony veins in the centre onyx plate and create a subtle
and mesmerizing lighting effect. The concept is based on the principle of illuminating stone, and the name refers to the
light’s similarity in shape to the famed French meringue confection. Natural imperfections in the glass and the diversity of
structures in the stone make each light a unique original. The purity of the natural materials and the artisanship applied in
processing them have given rise to a light of extraordinary ambience. Produced using traditional techniques, MACARON is
characteristic of the distinctive and enduring aesthetic of the BROKIS brand. MACARON comes in three sizes – the largest
of which also makes an attractive floor light – and in several glass colour options with either white or honey onyx.The
collection offers an alternate version featuring a centre plate made of fused glass shards in combination with a wooden base.

Technical description

Glass Colour

transparent glass A CGC23

smoke grey - transparent glass A CGC516

amber - transparent glass A CGC515

light pink - transparent glass A CGC46

dark rosé - transparent glass A CGC1625

Glass surface

glossy surface A CGSU66

Base finish

onyx white C CSFB1535

onyx honey C CSFB1576

European oak - stained white A CSFB1575

European oak - stained black A CSFB1574

Plate finish

onyx white C CSOP1532

onyx honey C CSOP1533

BROKISGLASS - smoke grey matte A CSOP1577

BROKISGLASS - triplex opal matte A CSOP1578

Cable colour

textile cable - black A CECL519

textile cable - white A CECL521

textile cable - dark grey A CECL520

textile cable - light grey A CECL1918

Recommended Bulbs

230V, GX53, 10W, 2700K, 700lm, RA90, 100°, DIM A CEB717
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PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Name MACARON L

Type table lamp, floor lamp

ID PC1040

Description
The MACARON table light pays homage to the beauty and complex structures of crystalline stone. Enclosed in opposing
domes of delicate handblown glass, the stone becomes a moonscape afloat in its own cosmos. The light source casts its
glow upward from the onyx base to energize the meandering chalcedony veins in the centre onyx plate and create a subtle
and mesmerizing lighting effect. The concept is based on the principle of illuminating stone, and the name refers to the
light’s similarity in shape to the famed French meringue confection. Natural imperfections in the glass and the diversity of
structures in the stone make each light a unique original. The purity of the natural materials and the artisanship applied in
processing them have given rise to a light of extraordinary ambience. Produced using traditional techniques, MACARON is
characteristic of the distinctive and enduring aesthetic of the BROKIS brand. MACARON comes in three sizes – the largest
of which also makes an attractive floor light – and in several glass colour options with either white or honey onyx.The
collection offers an alternate version featuring a centre plate made of fused glass shards in combination with a wooden base.

Technical description

Glass Colour

transparent glass A CGC23

smoke grey - transparent glass A CGC516

amber - transparent glass A CGC515

light pink - transparent glass A CGC46

dark rosé - transparent glass A CGC1625

Glass surface

glossy surface A CGSU66

Base finish

onyx white C CSFB1535

onyx honey C CSFB1576

European oak - stained white A CSFB1575

European oak - stained black A CSFB1574

Plate finish

onyx white C CSOP1532

onyx honey C CSOP1533

BROKISGLASS - smoke grey matte A CSOP1577

BROKISGLASS - triplex opal matte A CSOP1578

Cable colour

textile cable - black A CECL519

textile cable - white A CECL521

textile cable - dark grey A CECL520

textile cable - light grey A CECL1918

Recommended Bulbs

230V, GX53, 10W, 2700K, 700lm, RA90, 100°, DIM A CEB717
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